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wartime security
at Bletchley Park, and the postwar determination that let many
of its traces be erased, it is remarkable how
IVEN THE INTENSE

much photographic material has survived
of the world-famous codebreaking centre
in Buckinghamshire. It was here that
cryptologists pulled off the near-unthinkable

Tradesman'.

Entrance

of cracking the German Enigma codes,
nd significantly changed the course of
rid War Two.
But before Bletchley Park played host to
a fusion of intellectual and engineering
expertise, in the late 19th century it was a
co untry estate under the Liberal MP Sir
Herbert Leon, and the epitome of grand
aristocratic traditions. After the war it was
abandoned in disrepair and was nearly
demolished altogether, before being aved
for the nation as today's thriving museum.
Until now, however, no book has illustrated
in full the remarkable, varied and surprising
life of this utterly unique institution. In

The Lost World of Bletchlry Park, Sinclair McKay,
the bestselling author of The Secret Life of
Bletchlry Park, tells the story of the park from

The Servery

Entrance to ｆｾ＠
Room
and Wh Cellar In bMement

52

its pre-war heyday, to its late-20th century
resurrection to play host to both Antiques
Roadshow and the Queen.
th special access to the Park's archives,
the 200 illustrations include many previously
unseen and unauthorized photographs of
ns and codebreakers minding machines
or simply relaxing by the lake soaking up the
sun. Picturesque, illuminating and surprising,
this ill ustrated history of Bletchley Park is
a worthy and treasurable memorial to the
remarkable young men and women without
whose efforts we may not have won the war.
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BLET HLEY PARK (L T 1).

BLETCHLEY Pi\RK (LOT 1).

INTRODUCTION

I

f you did not know anything of its purpose, you would not spare a
glance for the estate ofBletchley Park in Buckinghamshire. Simply to
look at, the big house - and its grounds and the two-storey concrete

blocks and the wooden huts all scattered around the lake - are the very
definition of unremarkable. The secret nerve centre of World War Two
had to be based somewhere anonymous. The establishment that was
to host the most radicaL brilliant intellects of a generation needed a
location so undistinguished and forgettable that it would never attract
the attention of Nazi spies or of Luftwaffe pilots overhead. When senior
dignitaries visited the site, they were urged to do so in civilian clothes;
to turn up in full military dress would alert any observers to the high
importance of this institution.

During those war years, all that the local Bletchley

Even for those who were recruited to this

townspeople knew was th at the big ho use -

establi shment, and who arrived at Bletchley

formerly the home of a wealthy stockbroker

railway station for the first time, that sense of

turn ed squi re - was now being used for govern-

muffled secrecy continued until after they had

ment work. They cou ld hardly not know th is:

got past the military sentry box at the gates

many of the young people working at the Park

of the Park, then walked along the handsome

were billeted in th eir houses. Beyond that,

avenue of elms, entered the big house, had their

though, they knew nothing.

induction talk and signed the Official Secrets
Act. When they had sworn their sil ence, they
were told why they had been summoned. This

OPPOSITE

Rare shots from the 1937 estate sale catal08ue for

went for everyone: the young undergraduates,

Bletchley Park; before th e arrival of the codebreakers, the

pulled away from their studies at the smarter

aarden had a certain quiet eleaallce.

universities; the aristocratic society girl s, set

8 ·+· Th e Lost Wo rld of Bl etchl ey Park

ABOVE

One ofBletchley Park's briahtest recruits, Swart Milll er-

Barry had won the title British Boy Champioll of chess in 1923.

LEFT

Before Bletchley Park and the war, the Govemmem

Code and Cypher School was based ill 55 Broadway, Stjames'
Park. Prior to the move, aile idea lVas to house codebreakers
in dormitories.

on doing their bit in any way they could; the

knowledge that h ere cryptologists pulled off the

expert linguists; the retired classics masters; the

near unthinkable feat of cracking th e German

cryptic-crossword-inclined Wrens; the chess

Enigma codes. Th e work that was done here

champions; and also the young soldiers drawn

had a huge, almost unquantifiabl e impact on the

away from the fields of conflict, pulled back home

course of the conflict. Wh ether listening in on

in order to fight that war with the power of their

the lethal U-boat wolf-packs; analysing the supply

vaulting intellects. Only after they had pledged

lines of Rommel's panzer divisions in the North

to keep quiet - the penalty for transgression

African desert; helping to hunt down and sink

was never quite made clear, but many recruits

the Bismarck; feedi ng the Germans disinformation

assumed that if they said anything, they would be

and then monitoring the responses that resulted

shot - was the meaning of this strange house on

in V-weapons being given incorrect co-ordinates

the edge of an unmemorable provincial town in

and falling short of their central London targets;

the middle of rather flat countryside pocked with

even

quarries made clear to them .

messages from the inner sanctum of German

intercepting

and

decoding

invaluable

These days, itis very well known that Bletchley

High Command in the run up to and aftermath

Park was the horne to the British code-breaking

of the Normandy landings, the codebreakers

effort during World War Two. It is common

seized an invaluable advantage: a means of

ABOVE

A lot of the work was grindingly tedious; but women found a poice at Bletch/ey they may not hape had elsewhere.

penetrating deep into the heart of German

were sti ll L1si ng versions of the cod ing technology

strategy and tactical thinking. AJI this without

that these brilliant people had secretly cracked.

the Germans suspecting that their 'unbreakable'

And as the sil ence continued, the fortunes of the

code systems had been laid bare. It is equally well

big house - an eccentric construction that in

understood that Bletchley Park played host to a

some ways mirrored the capricious and colourfu l

fusion of intellectual and engineering expertise

personalities who had gathered to work there in

that heralded the dawn of the computer age. But

the war years - waned. It found diverse new uses,

during the war - and for many years and decades

largely for technical training in telephony, but its

afterwards - such thjngs were known only by a

fabric was beginning to disintegrate.

very few people. For a very long time, the work

In the mid-l97oS, the first narrow beam of

of Bletchley Park and the dazzling achievements

light was shone on the Bletchley secret by one of

pulled offby its recruits were hidden deep in the

its veterans, Captain Frederick Winterbotham , in

shadows; a mass of dark matter in the histories

his book The Ultra Secret. Ultra was the term used

of World War Two. Those who had worked there

for all intelligence that had been gleaned from

were obliged to keep quiet for decades afterwards

the successfully broken Enigma codes. Many

about what they had done. One reason for this

veterans were shocked that he had chosen to

was that a great many countries after the war

break hjs vows; the Official Secrets Act was meant

10 Ｎ ｾＬ Ｎ＠ Th e Lost World of Bl et c hl ey Park

to bind one for life. Yet this book was followed,

This book is the story both of a house and of

cautiously, by other mentions of Bletchley in

an institution. The codebreaking establishment

intelligence histories. By 1981, there was just

was regarded at th.e time by some locals as a

enough information for the young novelist Ian

speCial kind ofIunatic asylum. In some ways, they

McEwan to write a BBC play called The Imirarion

might have had a point. Bletchley, a modest town

Game, about a young woman in a World War Two

engaged in the modest industry of brick-making,

codebreaking centre. More veterans' memoirs

and standing on a railway junction linking London

followed; but just at the point when the name

with Scotland, and Oxford with Cambridge, had

of Bletchley Park was attaining some sort of

never before seen such a cu rious and diverse range

familiarity, the old house and the Park itself were

of residents. Yet there had also been some colour

facing the prospect of complete demolition and

and variety when the house was first bought

rebuilding. A site of vast - almost immeasurable

by Sir Herbert Leon in the late 19th century; he

- historical Significance was within a whisker of

and his wife Lady Fanny brought with them an

being transformed into a shopping mall with a

enthusiasm for riding, a passion for horticulture

modern housing estate attached.

and hothouses, and an enthusiasm for travel which
saw them return from European tours with new
ideas for titivating the appearance of the house. A
few ofBletchley's wartime recruits were architects
by training, and they shuddered with distaste at
the exuberant mismatch of styles - an awkward
cupola copper dome here, some quaSi-Tudor
timbering there, and an interior flourish of what
one codebreaker described as 'lavatory gothiC:
For some

recruits, the

house

and

the

neighbouring town were very unsophisticated
and primitive. For others, though, hailing from
less grand upbri.ngings, the estate had the feel of
a .fine university campus. And the work that was
done here was carried out with similar collegiate
ethos; an intoxicating blend of mad energy and
diSCipline and even a radical absence of hierarchy.
In certain departments ofBletchley Park, everyone
had a voice, and every suggestion would be taken
seriously. From the most experienced of senior
co de breakers to the youngest of the Women's
Royal Navy volunteers operating the complex
ABOVE

Lady Fanny Leon, chatelaine of the pre-war estate was

assiduous both SOcially and charitably.

machinery, this was an estabUshmentin which each
individual contribution mattered enormously.

Introdu c tion
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Given the intense security at Bletchley Park,
and the post-war determination that many of its
traces be erased, it is quite remarkahle just how
much photographic material has ' survived. Not
merely contemporary shots of the big hOLlse,
or of the extemporised wooden huts in which
so many of those eureka leaps were made - but
also a

ｷｾ｡ｬｴｨ＠

of images of revolutionary, proto-

computing technology, such as Alan Turing's
bombe machines. or Max Newman and Tommy
Flowers' Colossus machines. Now, it has to be said
that there were also a number of unauthorised
photographs taken at the time: shots of Wrens
and codcbreakers, working machines or hunched

ABOVE

The hermetic atmosphere led to a areat many friendships

beina foraed

and romances

too.

over desks, or simply lying outside on the lawn
by the lake. soaking up some sunshine. These

ways mu h more enthusiastic story. Away from

pictures were taken for the most innocent of

the plainness of the huts, there is another life.

reasons: young people wanting some memento of

Codebreakers found many ingenious ways to

this dizzyingly intense period of their lives. Now

throw off the weight of their jobs: they formed

they are utterly fascinating records of a crucial

theatre companies, they played boisterous games

point in history - but back then, those imag s

of rounders and tennis, they skated during the

could have got their owners into trouble. They

deep freezes of those cold wartime winters. The

might have been regarded by the authorities as

photographs also enable us to see unexpected

misjudgements that in the wrong hands could

sides to famous names. Given the tragiC nature of

have inadvertently given away vital information.

his premature death in the ]950S, it is extraordinary

Of course, they did no such thing - and that is

and rather moving now to look at photographs of

what makes the photos here such a delight to

Alan Turing in 1939 and beforehand; they serve as

pore over. It is as if we are all now being fully

a glimpse not only of an inherent cheerfulness,

allowed in on this secret.

but also of just how young he was when he made

The photographs are valuable for another

those astonishing mathematical breakthroughs

reason too. Because of the mathematical and

at the Park. Youth also figures large in the images

technical nature of the codebreaking operation,

of Wrens, smiling and laughing in the summer

we tend to hold mental images ofBletchley Park

sunshine, recovering from all-night shifts tending

as a rather austere place of spartan work rooms,

to mighty, mysteriOUS machinery, but with their

mind-boggling machinery and serious young

thoughts very much on the dances to come with

people, faces drawn with the effort and the

American soldiers.

pressure of the work that they were dOing. The

The photographs also allow us to gaze with

photographs tell a subtler, warmer and in many

some wonder upon the technology that grew

12
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Some of these remarkable shots of day-co-day life were taken pery discreetly - for seCLIrity reasons, photo8raphy was

heapily frowned upon.

out of Bletchley Park. This is a wire-filled world,

reaching up to ceiling height whi ch constantly

a world where the use of valves was considered

broke down and had to be adjusted with pliers.

revolutionary. Decades before the first microchip,

In those faces of the young Wrens and code-

here is machinery specifically designed to take on

breakers - those admirably serious and nicely

tasks that would fry the human brain. We now live

composed head shots that were standard th e n

in an age when very few of us would know how

- we also see something of the determination

to reconfigure the insides of our computers. These

and pride that enabled them to work with such

photographs enable us to wonder at some length

vigour. Underneath all of this seems to run a seam

what it must have been like, in the middle of a dark,

of good humour which in such an establishment

silent night shift, to attend to a proto-computer

was absolutely vital.

InLrodu lion -+- 13
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codebreakers would have moments of blinding
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insight into Enigma. or where exotic figures such
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as the writer Angus Wilson would disconcert
his
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581 Acres

with his very metropolitan habits
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gardens, innumerable servants gathered together
for group shots, and the Edwardi, n elegance
of the lady of the hOllse herself. Even from its

ABOVI' The '937 sales particulars; note noc only the 'pleasure
8rounds' bUl also tire elllicemelll of factory sites' by the railway.

earli t days, the life ofBletchley Park was one of
som times unconventional fizz and nergy.
Th n there are the images of the fall and
rise; the slow melan holic declin of the house
throughout the post-war years and th nits
brilliant and heartening rescue by the Bletchley
Park Trust, and the glorious restoration work
which is still proceeding apace. The house of
Bletchley Park is

by the standards of most

hi torical properties - a stripling, having only
stood for around

130

years. Yet it has seen and

played host to more extraordinary feats and
achievements than a great many far older stately
homes. The codebreakers have granted it a form
of immortality. The words 'Bletchley Park' are
now synonymous the world over with British
genius. The eccentricity of the estate and of the
codebreaking establishment are here captured in
a wealth of images that help to recreate a perfectly
unique point in history.

ABOVE Situated

between Oxford and Cambrid8e, with London

just 50 minLlCes away by crain, Blecchley Park was peifectly
posieioned for rhe firsr wave of recruies.

ew years ago, the television series Antiques Roadshow

K

featured a couple of editions filmed in front of the
mansion ofBletchley Park. Were it not for the illustrious

wartime history of the house, it is extremely unlikely that it would
have done so. Indeed, it is questionable whether the house would
have been there at all, or whether it would have been cheerfully
demolished with little in the way of aesthetic regret. The house
itself does have a few admirers; but its many detractors over the
years have had the better lines. However, the house and the site are
actually fascinating in their own right, and the estate is a beguiling
snapshot of a moment of social history.

It is thought that some sort of house - though

antiquarian Browne Willis. By this stage, the land

obviously not the present one - has stood on

around had been imparked, then turned back to

the site of Bletchley Park since the medieval

purely agricultural use, and then imparked again.

period. Ownership of the land seesawed between

It is possible, though we will never know, that the

various families, and various houses were built

Browne Willis incarnation of the property was

and then came down . Especially notable was

the most aesthetically pleasing by a very long way.

an 18th-century Palladian effort erected by the

But ownership switched again and in 1805 that
house was demolished and practically nothing

PREVIOUS PAGES

Bletchley Park had a beautiful cricket pitch,

plus an ele8ant pavilion that mirrored the architecture of the
main house. It was sold before the war; the pitch was later used
by Bletchley Grammar School.
OPPOSITE

When the popular BBe television series Antiques

remains in terms of records.
Throughout much of the 19th century, the
site was most probably occupied by a farmhouse,
lived in by a Mr Coleman. But the mansion that
we see today was most probably started (again,

Roadshow filmed editions at Bletchley, the crowds and the

the records are not conclUSively clear) by Samuel

queues were prodi8ious.

Seckham, a businessman, surveyor and architect.

18 ·+· Th e Los t Wo rld o f Bl et c hl ey Park

ABOVE

Sir Herbert Leons mansion was oriBinally laraer; and

more architecturally unified, with a west wina chac was pulled
down before the war.

Historic maps depict che epolurion boch of the estace,
and of che cown. Noce the 'clay pitt' - Blecchley lacer acquired

OPPOSITE

excensipe brickworks.

This was at some point in the 1870s, when the

but not long after the house was bu.ilt, he decided

little village ofBletchley would have been greatly

to sell up and move elsewhere in the county. Owing

expanded, thanks to the railway and the works

to its favourable proximity to London, he probably

that came with it. The locale could never really

knew that he would have no difficulty finding a

have been described as a prime beauty spot.
As well as designing this new house, at first an
unassuming construction of red brick and black
slate, Seckham also remodelled the gardens and

buyer. The grounds and the property were then
bought by Sir Herbert Leon in 1883, and it was he
who decided to add to Seckham's original.
Sir Herbert was a successful stockbroker who

the fields around, landscaping them with lakes,

went on to become very active in politics; first

and also avenues of trees that would help to muffle

sitting on Buckinghamshire council and then,

the clanking and shrill wh.istle screams from the

in 1891, getting himself elected as Liberal MP for

raHway lines, wruch some have suggested he found

Buckingham. David Lloyd George was a frequent

wearing. There were also lines of limes and elms,

visitor to the house. Sir Herbert was then defeated
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ABOVE

Sir Herbert Leon: parliamelltarian, wealthy stockbroker

ABOV E

Lady Fanny Leon, who presided over the estate's busy

and ellthusiastic squire, who played an ener8etic role in the life

social diary: the8rand balls, the hunts, the whirl oflVeekelld

of the local community.

parties. She also involved herself with the local coullcil alld
nursin8 association.

in 1895, but his energies found other outlets,

on to one side of the house's roof Sir Herbert's

and he helped with an organisation called the

taste was eclectic, and is reflected in the contem-

Rationalist Free Press. With Bletchley Park. he

porary dark wooden panelling, the occasional

took what was rather an ordinary Victorian house

outbreaks of stai ned glass and the ornately

and, whatever one might think of the end result,

plastered ballroom ceiling which the Hon . Sarah

it was certainly less ordinary afterwards. His

Baring said made her think of'drooping bosoms:

builders used the same kind of brick and slate but

Apologists for the structure say that any prejud ice

Sir Herbert had much grander plans involving a

against it is a manifestation of anti-Victorian

ballroom, a library, an extensive still-house for

sentiment, a dislike for the pre-modern, and

cold storage of dajry products, a proper suite for

that its merits will be seen properly in time.

his wife Lady Fanny, and quarters for servants.

Whether that is the case or not, the Bletchley

These days, the eye is drawn to the copper
cupola which seems rather awkwardly jammed

Park Trust is doing a terrific job in restoring it to
its original glory.

Th e H ouse and G ro u nds .+. 2 1

FROM LEFT TO RIGIIT
BELOW

The escote cricket ceam; che racher plendid horse and crap. ready co convey 8 uescs and IU88a8e from the scacion.

Makin8 che most of ome scarce cime off, che household scaff8acher co8ether in their smartest array.
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, tollle!!

This was more than just a family home; this

An Edwardian picture postcard, hand-coloured. Note the
tower at the rear of the house: it had been pulled dOlVn by the

was a house built for entertainment, and for

time the codebreakers arrived.

weekend parties. The addition of extensive stables

ABOVE

BELOW

The estate's sardeners assembled. Their work raT/sed

from tendins rare orchids ill the hot-houses to cultivatins the

to the side were there for those who wanted to
ride out into the countryside; equally, the yew

kitchellsardens - which were later to contribute much needed

tree maze and the lawns flanking the lake were

fresh produce to the codebreakers' canteen.

there for more sedate promenades. The lake itself
was supposed to have dated back hundreds of
years. when it was in use as a medieval fishpond.
In its new life, it became the home of noisy geese.
In later years, some ofBletchley's younger female
recruits recalled being harassed by the geese as
they attempted to take coffee by the water. These
water features also resulted in an abundance of
frogs, which were recalled with a shudder by one
young Wren who dreaded the walk back through
the estate at the end of a shift at midnight. in
the blackout. and inadvertently treading on frogs
in the darkness.
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Lady Leon rode om wirh rhe Whaddon Hum; alld rhe sheer numbers ofBlerchley Park's srable srajfil/usrrare rhe importance

of hUlllil18 LO Ule estare.

ABOVE

A memenro of rhe 1891 elecrion in which Sir Herbert

ABOVE

The esrate's a8ricultural fairs were always popular,

became Blerchley's local member of parliamenr. This was ar

both wich farmers, and with visitors from around rhe couney.

a rime when rhe vore was very resrricted - how many in chis

Firework displays were also a draw.

picture would have been emir/ed co casr a bal/or?
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